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Abstract
The problem of determination of the turbulence onset in natural convection on
heated inclined plates in an air environment has been experimentally revisited.
The transition has been detected by using hot wire velocity measurements. The
onset of turbulence has been considered to lake place where velocity fluctuations
(measured through turbulence intensity) start to grow. Experiments have shown
that the distance to the plate edge where the onset begins depends both on the
plate inclination angle and Ihc plate temperature, and thus on ihc Grashof
number defined in terms of Ihc temperature difference between the heated plate
and the Surrounding air. An experimental setup to measure the above mentioned
distance has been developed. In this paper, such an apparatus is presented, as
well as the experimental procedure and some experimental results.
Keywords: mirror seeing, turbulence onset, natural convection.

1 Introduction
One of Ihc problems arising on liarlh-based solar telescopes is concerned with
image degradation due to ihc boundary layer, which is formed close to the Sunheated mirror surfaces. Since these surfaces are warmer than the surrounding air,
when the surface is inclined the fluid flows over the surface due to convection,
and thus a thermal boundary layer is formed. At initial stages the boundary layer
How regime is laminar, bill afler some distance turbulent eddies are formed and

the transition to 8 turbulent boundary layer begins. Further up the How becomes
fully turbulent. Most of the image degradation in telescopes occurs in a thin but
very turbulent layer above the surface, such effect being known as mirror seeing,
which consists of optical aberrations produced by density non-homogeneities in
the air along the optical path. The refraction index of air changes due to thermal
non-uniformities so that the wavefroni incident on the mirror is randomly
distorted, and therefore, images aie altered.
Therefore, mirror seeing is the result of natural convection on the mirror
surface, for it being wanner than the surrounding air. The effect is generated in
the region where the temperature fluctuations are the largest and most
intermittent, that is, just above the viscous conductive layer.
Because of its influence in the performance degradation of optical telescopes,
the seeing effect has been studied both theoretical and experimentally [ 1-3}.
In order to minimise the mirror seeing effect, the air How over the mirror has
to be laminar, the optical effects being this way small and, what is more
important, predictable. Therefore, part of the thermal feasibility study of a
telescope should consist of determining whether the conveclive flow is going to
IK laminar or turbulent, in this last ease being necessary lo cool down the minor
to diminish the difference of temperature between mirror and air to keep the
laminar regime, It has to be noticed thai this mirror seeing effect is much more
important in solar telescopes, for being ihc primary minor directly facing lo and
absorbing energy from Sun, what could heat the surface noticeably, hence Ihc
interest to delennine when the transition from laminar lo turbulent in a heated
inclined surface occurs, aiming with this information lo improve the design,
either by avoiding the turbulent regime or at least by predicting the effects and
the area it could affect.
Obviously, there are many other thermal related problems in solar telescopes,
such as the geometrical deformations due to heating, although in the following
only mirror seeing related effect is considered.
The mechanism of natural convection is well understood, however, the
complexities of fluid motion make il very difficult lo obtain analytical solutions,
unless the equations are solved under some simplifying assumptions with the
consequent lack of generality. Over the last decades, the transition for inclined
plates has been widely studied by several authors [-1-7]; a review on the stale of
lire art for lite vertical plates can be found in Jannol and Kunc [7].
In this paper, an experimental apparatus designed for the determination of the
turbulence ousel in natural convection on heated inclined plates in air is
presented. The transition has been determined from hot wire velocity
measurements. Attention has been focused in the onset of turbulence and not on
heat transfer mechanisms. The onset of turbulence has been considered to lake
place where velocity perturbations (measured through turbulence intensity) start
lo grow. The amplification of the rms-values of velocity fluctuations has been
taken as an indication of Ihc appearance of turbulence.
In the following sections, the experimental setup, the experimental procedure
and some experimental results aie presented.

2 Experimental setup
The aim of the experiments was to measure air velocity inside ihc boundary layer
of a healed inclined plalc by using hoi wire anemometry, fig. 1. To fulfil this
requirement, an experimental setup allowing air speed measurements ai
prescribed heights over the heated surface and at different distances from the
edge of the healed plate was designed, liolh the healed and Ihc measuring
equipment must be ul different inclinations with respect to the vertical, and both
the plate temperature as well as the surrounding one musi be controlled.
Taking all the above into account, the developed experimental apparatus
(fig.2) consists of a thermal blanket (B) supported by a substratum made of
plywood (S), which is hinged to a table (T) in such a way lhai its tilling angle a
can be fixed at any desired value between 0" and 90". A translation stage (G) is
anchored to the substratum. The linear guide supports an ami (A) which in lurn
Supports the hot-wire probe (!') used to measure air velocity close to Ihc upper
surface of the healed surface.

Figure I:

To determine the onset of turbulence in the How on a healed plate
of length L,, inclined al an angle a with respect to the vertical, a hot
wire probe is displaced over the plate al a distance h.

Figure 2:

Sketch of the experimental apparatus: thermal blanket (13).
substratum (S). table (T), translation stage (G). arm (A), and hotwire probe (P).

Figure 3:

View of the lighl lesl chamber where the apparatus is located.

To avoid undesired perturbations thai could force llie onset of turbulence on
the thermal boundary layer of the plate, the whole described apparatus is placed
inside an almost tight chamber whose base is a rectangle 1090 mm long and 880
mm wide, being the height of the tight chamber 1190 mm (fig. 3). The tight
chamber is made of wood (a low thermal conductivity material), and it is
provided with two doors, one of them placed in the frontal surface of the
chamber and the second one in one of the lateral sides. There are five holes 10
mm in diameter at the ceiling of the tests chamber to allow the pressure
equilibrium inside the lest chamber.
The translation stage is a T5R-450B model from Zaber, the maximum
displacement is 450 mm. the position of the measuring probe being fixed with
±6S urn accuracy. Such equipment is placed perpendicular to Ihe bottom side of
(he blanket, aligned with the .v-axis, so Ihe probe is displaced parallel (o this axis
(fig. I). The lateral position of the probe as well as its vertical distance lo Ihe
blanket surface can be selected by changing the arm (A), although in the
experiments here reported both distances have been kept constant (Ihe prove
moves over the mid line of the blanket, at 25 cm from the lateral sides, and at a
distance of 2 nun over Ihe blanket surface).
The thermal blanket is made of glass-fibre reinforced silicone rubber with an
electrical resistance foil embedded. The thermal blanket is squared, Lh = 500 mm
side and 0.5 mm thick, and it can be operated up to a maximum temperature of
530 K. The blanket temperature is controlled through a Wallow PID SD (1/16
DIN) series controller, which allows the blanket temperature Tb to be kept
between 277 K and 423 K with +0.2 K temperature stability.
Air temperature inside the lesls chamber, 7'„, is measured at 10 nun over Ihe
thermal blanket by using a thermocouple placed close lo Ihe lop edge of ihe
blanket, at the mid line; Ibis thermocouple is connected lo a FLUKE multimeter,
model 289. Besides, temperature is also measured at the wall of Ihe tight
chamber, 7"„, some SOO mm over the light chamber floor, with a standard

thermometer (this chamber temperature is only used to establish when a sleady

state is reached in each experimental sequence).
Velocities have been measured by using a Dantee Dynamics 5SP0161 hot
wire anemometer. The hot wire probe being a Danlec 551' 16, equipped with a 5
pm in diameter Platinum-Tungsten wire. The wire probe is parallel to they axis,
so velocities normal lo the wire (those contained in the x: plane) are measured,
The subsystem for measuring velocities is completed with signal conditioner, an
analog-digital converter and a computer equipped with a SlreamWareV) software
to arrange hot wire anemometer configuration, data acquisition and analysis.

3

Experimental procedure and results

Experiments were performed as follows: first of all the desired angle of
inclination of the lilting platform u is set, and ihe hot wire probe is positioned at
the lower edge of the blanket at the selected height over the thermal blanket.
Then the temperature of Ihe blanket is set lo a given value 7",.. and electric power
is supplied lo Ihe thermal blanket so thai the heating of the blanket starts. While
thermal blanket is heated, temperatures both close lo the blanket surface and at
the test chamber wall (/'., and 7*„, respectively) are continuously measured to
determine when a steady stale is reached at the desired blanket temperature. This
steady state is assumed to be reached when recorded temperatures T,, and 7",,. do
not change with time. It must be pointed out that the lime needed to reach such
an steady slate can be large depending on the difference AT&, = I* - T„ between
the blanket temperature, /'/„ and the air temperature. T„; such a lime can be up to
two hours for large values of Ihe lemperalure differences A7V., (that means large
values of Ihe blanket temperature).
Velocity measurements start once the steady stale is reached. Then the hot
wire probe moves along Ihc x axis al 10 mm steps, and al each measuring
position, after waiting for a few seconds lo avoid perturbations (if any) due lo the
probe displacement, yelocily is sampled al 10 kHz during 1 s. As already slated
the hot wire is placed parallel lo the r axis, so that Ihe velocily component in Ihc
plane normal to the wire direction is obtained (the plane a). Obviously ihe
phenomenon under study depends not only on the distance from ihc bottom
blanket edge lo the measuring point, but also on the distance // from the probe to
ihe blankel surface; in this paper only the results corresponding lo It = 2 mm are
analyzed, although some additional measurements at li= 10 mm have been
performed, and new measurement campaigns al intermediate distances arc
envisaged in order lo gel a belter description of Ihe boundary layer development
over the blankel.
In order lo check ihe repeatability of the experiment, Ihe above described
procedure is carried Out al least five limes for each pair of values of both ihe
inclination angle a (measured from the vertical) and Ihe blankel lemperalure T,„
In general, Ihc different runs within a five-run sel were not performed in a unique
experimental session, by performing two consecutive runs just one after another,
but allowing a gap of several hours between two consecutive runs.

As explained in the previous section, records of velocities have been obtained
tor different inclination angles, a, and blanket temperatures, 7), (note that, as
defines in figures I and 2 a = 0" means thai the plate is vertical). From these data
the mean velocity at each position, U(x). as well as the standard deviation or root
mean square value, cr(.v). are calculated, the turbulence intensity being
l„(x) = o{x)/U(x).
The results of typical five-run campaigns are shown in figures 4. 5 and 6.
These particular results presented to illustrate the measurements correspond to
different inclination angles a and blanket temperatures Tb. In each one of the
plots Ihe averaged values of the turbulence intensity obtained from the five
different runs performed for the selected values of a and 7",, are shown, in all
cases indication of the scattering of the experimental results is also given. It must
be stressed that the sharp leading edge of the thermal blanket was not provided
with any faring to smooth it, which could slightly affect the normal development
of the boundary layer close to the leading edge, mainly at high values of the
inclination angle.
:*„•

Figure 4:

Results for (x=30°.
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Results for u-60".

As il can be observed in the different plots, in spile of the scattering of the
experimental data, Ihe results represented in figures 4 lo 6 show that close io the
bottom edge of the blanket the measured turbulence intensity /„ is within a
narrow band, tlie mean value of the turbulence intensity in this region being
small and constant or almost constant; after some threshold value of the distance
lo the bottom edge /„ starts to grow, the growing being almost linear at the
beginning and much more pronounced at larger distances.
From the different records like ihe ones presented in figures 4 to 6,
corresponding to the different experimental configurations identified by the
parameters o,'/)„ the distance from the leading edge /.(a,7',,) where turbulence
starts is determined. Indeed, as already mentioned, the determination of the onset
of turbulence is no) a well defined task, because perturbations start to grow
gradually. Nevertheless, in most of the experimental results there is a region
close to the blanket leading edge where turbulence intensity is very small and
constant or almost constant, and there is another region where turbulence
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Results for a=75°.

intensity grows almost linearly. Therefore, the distance from the plate leading
edge where these two regions match is defined as the distance L where Ihe onset
of turbulence is considered to take place.
Since the driven mechanism of the fluid motion is the difference between
blanket and air temperatures, A7V,= Tt, - 7*„, the variation of the dimensionless
distance A//.,, with the angle of inclination a and the temperature jump A7"k, is
summarized in figure 7. In this plot the length is presented in dimensionless
form, the length of the blanket L,, being used for this purpose. Obviously, the
larger the temperature difference A?',,, and Ihe larger the angle a the smaller is
the distance LILb where turbulence starts.
Once determined the distance L where turbulence starts, the Grashof number
at this distance Gr = g\}ATi,jJ/v~ has been calculated; in this expression g stands
for Ihe gravity acceleration (g = 9.8l m/s3), ATh, is Ihe difference between
blanket and air temperatures, [i stands for Ihe air thermal expansion coeflicient,
whose variation wilh temperature, within the interval of temperatures under
consideration, is p = (3.583 - 0.0089T,„)Kr5 K~'. and v is the kinematic viscosity
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Variation of ilic dimcnsionlcss distance LIL,, wiili Ihc angle of
inclination u and the temperature jump A 7V,,.
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